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ABSTRACT

Commercialism, Subsistence, and Competency 
on the Western Virginia Frontier,

1765-1800

John M. Boback

Since the early nineteenth century, Americans have frequently associated the pioneers of the
Appalachian Mountains with subsistence farming, economic independence, and a certain degree of
hostility toward capitalism.  This thesis disproves the myth of pioneer self-sufficiency by
demonstrating how the men and women who settled in western Virginia during the final third of
the eighteenth century used a variety of  � tactics �  in their struggle to achieve a competency. 
Although subsistence activities, such as hunting and farming, undoubtedly held an important place
in the backcountry domestic economy, the settlers also interacted with the commercial market as
both producers and consumers of a wide range of commodities.  In the final analysis, this thesis
adds to the growing body of scholarship which challenges the concept of Appalachian
exceptionalism.  
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Chapter One:

Introduction 

Americans have long been attracted to  the pioneer image.  Rugged, brave, larger than life,

these stalwart men and women left behind friends and family to venture westward in search of

adventure and what they hoped would be better lives.  Through hard work and perseverance, they

overcame Indians, wild animals, and a host of other tribulations as they carved new homes out of

the Appalachian wilderness.  Isolated by the ruggedness of the land, the pioneers of popular

imagination lived completely self-sufficient lives independent of the commercial conveniences

available in eastern cities.  Hand hewn log cabins, spinning wheels, home tanned buckskin shirts,

and butter churns all came to be associated with the economic independence, work ethos, and

sense of self-sufficiency possessed by these supposedly exceptional individuals.  In time, this

image of the pioneer became symbolically significant as representative of the American national

character.1  

Although Americans have long been at tracted to the myth of pioneer self-sufficiency, it

has little basis in historical fact.2  The purpose of this study is to explore the domestic economy of

the settlers as manifested in western Virginia during the final third of the eighteenth century. 

More specifically, I seek to dispel the myth of pioneer self-sufficiency by demonstrating how the

settlers employed both subsistence and commercial modes of production in the support of their

households.  I  also emphasize that  the settlers did not live in economic isolation.  Although the

backwoods settlements of western Virginia may have been physically remote, they were not



3David C. Hsiung, "How Isolated Was Appalachia?: Upper East Tennessee, 1780-1835,"
Appalachian Journal 16 (1989): 336; Gene Wilhelm, Jr., "Appalachian Isolation: Fact or
Fiction?," in An Appalachian Symposium: Essays Written in Honor of Cratis D. Williams, ed. J.
W. Williamson (Boone, N. C.: Appalachian State University Press, 1977), 83. 

4Arthur Getis, Judith Getis, Jerome D. Fellmann, Introduction to Geography, 6th ed.
(Boston: McGraw-Hill Higher Education, 1998), 355-58, 526.

5Ibid., 355-56, 516.

6Maurice Dobb, Studies in the Development of Capitalism (New York: International
Publishers, 1947), 7-8, 10.
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isolated.3  Many external forces exerted an influence on the economic activities of the settlers. 

Fluctuations in the world economy, disruptions in trade due to the Revolutionary War, destruction

caused by Indian attacks, changes in overseas demands for backcountry commodities, and the

ruggedness of the landscape all served to promote some economic activities while discouraging

others.    

At this point, it would be beneficial to define and explain a few of the economic terms as

used in this thesis.

"Subsistence economics" involves the production of goods and services for the express

consumption of the producers and their families.  Involvement with the marketplace is very limited

and plays a minor role in meeting the family's material requirements.4  Hunting wild game or

gathering chestnuts to feed one's family are examples of subsistence activities.  Addit ionally,

building one's own log cabin or spinning and weaving linsey-woolsey to clothe one's children also

falls within the realm of subsistence economics.

"Commercial economics" is the production of goods and services destined for exchange in

the competitive market.  The principle of supply and demand is in effect.5  Bartering deer skins at

a trading post or selling agricultural products at a county market are examples of commercial

activities.  

"Capitalism" is a particular type of commercial economic production in which workers

neither own the means of production nor do they have a share in the goods or services they

produce.  As compensation for their labor, the workers receive a wage.  In capitalist economics,

labor is considered a commodity.6  An example of backcountry capitalism can be seen in the glass



7Franklin Ellis, History of Fayette County (Philadelphia: L. H. Everts, 1882), 768-69.
8A. Whitney Griswold, Farming and Democracy (New Haven: Yale University Press,

1948), 21-22.

9Thomas Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia, ed. William Pedan (New York: W. W.
Norton, 1954), 165.

10Quoted in Griswold, Farming, 31.
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factory built by Albert Gallatin in 1794.  In addition to employing a book-keeper and clerk, he

also hired six German glass workers to operate his facility.7  In contrast, a blacksmith with a

backyard shop who sells hand-forged nails directly to his neighbors is not involved in a capitalist

enterprise because he owns his own tools, the goods he produces,  and works for himself.  On the

other hand, if the same blacksmith were to expand his operation by employing additional smiths to

work in his shop under his direction, the shop would then become involved in capitalist

production.

The myth of pioneer self-sufficiency has a long and interesting history.  During the

Revolutionary era, republicans under the intellectual leadership of Thomas Jefferson advocated a

national economic policy which favored small independent farms over urban manufacturing.  The

concept, however, was not unique to Jefferson.  Contemporary French Physiocrats, such as Du

Pont de Nemours, also touted agrarian-centered economics as being the source of true wealth and

public welfare in a country.8  Jefferson, however, injected a philosophical element into his  pro-

agrarian argument.  Hearkening back to Aristotle who had drawn a connection between

democracy and agriculture, Jefferson posited that republican virtue thrives where the people earn

their subsistence by working close to the land.9  In a letter to John Jay, Jefferson explained that

"Cultivators of the earth are the most valuable citizens.  They are the most vigorous, the most

independent, the most virtuous, and they are tied to their country, and wedded to its liberty. . . ."10 

Conversely, Jefferson perceived industrial manufacturing as a threat to the independence

and virtue of a country.  The problem with industry, according to Jefferson, is that people so

employed eventually become dependent upon the whims of their customers.  In time, this



11Jefferson, Notes, 165.

12Henry Nash Smith, Virgin Land: The American West as Symbol and Myth (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1950), 128-29; Noble E. Cunningham, Jr., In Pursuit of Reason: The
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dependence begets subservience which "suffocates the germ of virtue."  Not only does this occur

on a personal scale, but  it also takes place on the international level.  Jefferson feared that if the

United States were to become a major industrial producer, its citizens would eventually become

dependent on their overseas consumers.  Only by embracing agriculture could the United States

hope to remain a free and virtuous nation. 11    

The pioneer farmers who settled Appalachia during the late eighteenth century figured

heavily into Jefferson's vision of an expansive republican America.  Fundamental to his overall

design was the assumption that the pioneers primarily lived and worked on small self-sufficient

farms.  Uncontaminated by industry, commercialism, or urban living, the pioneers and their

descendants would institute republican structures wherever they happened to sett le, thus ensuring

that the expanding United States would remain a democracy governed by virtue.  In his capacity

as a politician, Jefferson worked diligently to transform his theory into reality by promoting

governmental policies that favored both agriculture and territorial expansion.  Not only did he

help to open the Northwest Territory to settlement by laying the groundwork for the Northwest

Ordinance of 1787, but he also created the system by which western territories could be admitted

to the Union as new states.  Perhaps his most noteworthy accomplishment along this vein was the

Louisiana Purchase of 1803 which effectively doubled the amount of territory open to farmers.12 

For Jefferson, the small independent farmer was the key to America's future political and

economic independence.  Although industrialization in the early nineteenth century ended any

chance of Jefferson's agrarian vision becoming a reality, the romant ic ideal of the self-sufficient

farmer persisted in the American psyche.13

By the late nineteenth century, the mythical image of the self-sufficient farmer had been

reoriented in the minds of Americans to look backwards in time rather than forward.  In the face
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of uncertainties such as industrial capitalism, mechanizat ion, urbanization, and large scale

immigration, Americans sought psychological refuge in a romanticized agrarian past.14  

 The image of the virtuous self-sufficient pioneer has held great sway in modern America. 

Even respected scholars and historical writers have at times fallen prey to the fabricated concept. 

In their writings, the trans-Allegheny settlers have often been portrayed as having no desire to

participate in the market economy.  Completely satisfied with a simple subsistence lifestyle, they

eschewed such concepts as commercial economics and the accumulation of capital wealth. 

Popular historian Dale Van Every, for example, claimed that  most settlers were motivated "by no

more than a hope of proving able to win a bare subsistence from the raw new land."15  Writing

along similar lines, historian John Caruso asserted that the pioneers "gave little consideration to

wealth, position, and family tradition."16  Sociologist Thomas Ford went  one step further when he

equated subsistence economics with success by arguing that on the frontier, "complete economic

independence was the mark of a successful man."17     

 The problem with this interpretation is that it is inconsistent with the historical record.  In

each of the above examples, the writer failed to substantiate his assertion by citing tax records,

estate inventories, or other eighteenth century documents.  Caruso, in fact , has been specifically

singled out as having based some of his assertions more on preconceived notions and

romanticized images than documentable fact.18  Although he was cognizant of the dangers

inherent in romanticism, he nonetheless fell victim to its appeal.   On Caruso's front ier, boys

developed the ability to walk through the autumn forest without crushing a leaf or snapping a



19Caruso, Appalachian, 207-208, 232.

20Gibson Lamb Cranmer, ed., History of Wheeling City and Ohio County, West Virginia
and Representative Citizens (Chicago: Biographical Publishing Company, 1902), 223-24.
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twig.  They could also discern the difference between the report of an Indian's gun and that of a

white man.  Caruso presented the pioneers as being a fiercely independent, heroic breed of men

who subsisted off the land with little regard or need for the established commercial institutions of

the East.19  Although such an image is appealing, it has little basis in fact.    

Even a cursory survey of first  hand accounts of pioneer life in western Virginia reveals the

presence of commercial attitudes. Consider, for example, Morgantown resident Noah Linsly who

in a 1798 letter to his brothers described what he perceived to be the commercial opportunities of

the Monongahela backcountry.  He wrote that "the land is . . . good, but very hilly, better adapted

to grass and the raising of stock than for any other purpose."  He added that cattle could be driven

from the Morgantown area to the markets of Alexandria and Baltimore, but that wheat flour

would have to be shipped down the Ohio and Mississippi rivers to New Orleans.20  

Another example is found in settler William Scripps who in 1792 moved to the upper

Monongahela Valley where he hoped to establish a prosperous plantation.  Already a man of

some means, he brought with him "his chest of books and clothing, mahogany tables, cushion

chairs, high post  bed steads and even large flat boxes of window glass."  He also employed and

brought with him skilled mechanics "to form a little colony on his estate and carry on business

under his patronage."  Although the reality of life on the frontier ultimately frustrated Scripps'

grand scheme, he nonetheless exemplifies the entrepreneurial spirit found in many frontier settlers. 

Not only did he attempt commercial agriculture, he also employed skilled workers in what may

have been a capitalistic relationship.  Whether Scripps actually owned his workers' tools (the

means of production) and paid them a wage is not documented.21  Together, these two examples

indicate that the concept of commercialism was not entirely foreign to the settlers of trans-

Allegheny Virginia.



22Paul Salstrom, "Economic History of West Virginia: A Critical Essay," in West Virginia
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Since the 1970s, numerous scholars examining similar original sources have concluded

that the alleged anti-commercial attitude of the pioneers has been greatly exaggerated.22  Otis Rice

in his two books The Allegheny Frontier and The History of Greenbrier County demonstrated

that many settlers had a vested interest in commercial endeavors, such as the fur and ginseng

trade, land speculation, and commercial agriculture.23  Historical geographer Robert  D. Mitchell in

his book Frontier Commercialism arrived at a similar conclusion about the settlers of the

Shenandoah Valley.  In fact, he found commercialism to be "the most dynamic element in the

emerging pioneer economy."  Not only did settlers in the Valley supply commodities to their local

market, but they also established widespread trading contacts throughout the Atlantic community

via the ports of Alexandria and Philadelphia.24  

Richard MacMaster in his study, "The Cattle Trade in Western Virginia, 1760-1830,"

found that by the 1750s, the commercial economy had expanded westward out of the Shenandoah

Valley into the eastern foothills of the Allegheny Mountains.  All along the South Branch of the

Potomac River, enterprising settlers such as Matthew Patton practiced commercial cattle grazing. 

Of particular interest is the fact that many of these backcountry catt lemen embraced progressive

practices such as corn feeding and selective breeding.25  By no means was frontier commercialism

limited to production.  Elizabeth Perkins in "The Consumer Frontier" found that stores, traders,

and consumer goods had been present in frontier Kentucky from the earliest days of white
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settlement in the mid-1770s.26  With such an overwhelming body of evidence in support of

frontier commercialism, it becomes understandable how historical sociologist Wilma Dunaway

could conclude that "settler Appalachia was born capitalist."  In fact, she even went so far as to

argue in her book, The First American Frontier, that "it is historically and theoret ically

inappropriate to categorize the region's inhabitants as precapitalist."27           

Although it has now been well established that some, if not most , settlers engaged in

commercial economics, it would be a mistake to assume that commercialism totally dominated

their lives in the way it does for most modern Americans.  Exaggerating the importance of

commercial production, while denying the significance of subsistence economics, creates a

distorted image of the settlers' domestic economy.  It is important to understand that subsistence

and commercial economic systems are not mutually exclusive.  Rather, they both function

simultaneously in varying degrees within virtually every household in every society.28  Perhaps the

best way to conceptualize the relationship between the two systems is to envision them as being

on opposite ends of a continuum.29  No white settler lived a purely subsistent or commercial

lifestyle.30  Rather, their household economies fell somewhere on the continuum between both

extremes.  Every settler on the western Virginia frontier, in varying degrees, pursued both

subsistence and commercial endeavors.  This combination of modes of production reflects the idea

that the late eighteenth century was a transitional period in which the American economy was

"clearly not feudal and not yet fully capitalist."31             



32Daniel Vickers, "Competency and Competition: Economic Culture in Early America,"
William and Mary Quarterly, 3d ser., 47 (1990): 3-4.

33The Oxford English Dictionary, 2d ed., s.v. "competency."
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Era, ed. Robert D. Mitchell (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 1990), 194-95.

36Vickers, "Competency," 3.

37Minnie Kendall-Lowther, Friendship Hill: Home of Albert Gallatin (Morgantown, W.
Va.: Friendship Hill Association, 1928); Meshach Browning, Forty-Four Years of the Life of a
Hunter (Winston-Salem, N. C.: Winston Printing Company, 1942), 103.  
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As an aid to understanding the structure of the settlers' household economies, I have

employed "competency" as a theoretical model.  In the early modern period, the term competency

referred to a comfortable standard of living somewhat above the level of mere survival.32  The

Oxford English Dictionary defines the term as "a sufficiency, without superfluity, of the means of

life . . . a sufficient income; easy circumstances."33  Unlike fully developed capitalism, the pursuit

of competency does not involve the endless accumulation of wealth.34  Rather, when a family has

achieved a competent standard of living, the desire to continue working diminishes.  For example, 

William Wood observed in 1634 that despite the crudeness of life in New England, the colonists

were "well-contented, and looke not so much at abundance, as a competencie."35

Competency did not connote a uniform standard which everyone aspired to achieve. 

People differed in what they considered a competent lifestyle.36  An educated backcountry

entrepreneur such as Albert Gallatin aspired to a higher level of comfort and refinement than a

professional hunter such as Meshach Browning.  The difference in their concept of competency is

evidenced by their homes.  While Gallatin's home consisted of a multi-story stone manor house

named Friendship Hill, Browning opted to live in a log cabin that "had neither floor, chimney, nor

door -- a hole cut through the wall being the only way of getting in or out."37  Socio-economic

class, education level, occupation, family responsibilities, reputation, societal expectations, and

personal preference all helped to determine a person's concept of competency.  
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By no means did a person's sense of competency necessarily remain static over the course

of his life.  Changing circumstances frequently caused people to reassess what they believed was

necessary to achieve competency.38  For example, the material requirements of settler Jacob

Prickett changed between 1772 and 1790 when he went from having thirteen people in his

household to being a sixty-eight year old widower with adult children.39  Social mobility also

influenced competency.  In 1784, the Harrison County Court appointed settler William Haymond,

Sr. to the position of county surveyor.  Prior to assuming his new post, Haymond was required to

pass a qualifying exam at William and Mary College.  In preparation for his trip to Williamsburg,

he bought a new coat that made him "proud, as no other person had one" like it.40  His purchase

of the coat  was an outward manifestation of his rising sense of competency.  As a frontiersman,

Haymond's old coat  was probably sufficient, but when he became an important county official he

likely perceived a need to wear clothing commensurate to his elevated social status.   

Seeking a competency did not preclude commercial endeavors.  After all, competency is not

synonymous with subsistence.  When the settlers looked for ways to achieve their competencies,

they employed both subsistence and commercial modes of economic production.  In many cases, a

particular resource (commodity) had value not  only within the household, but also on the

commercial market.  Comparative historian Paul Salstrom pointed out that "no contradiction

existed between market farming and . . . subsistence farming."  Livestock and grain, for example,

"were just as suitable for supplying outside markets as they were for home consumption."41  By

the same token, forest products,  such as deer skins, could also be used either domestically or sold

on the commercial market.   In short, competency is best envisioned as an economic objective
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while commercial and subsistence modes of production are merely means of achieving that end. 

Hopefully, this study will contribute to our understanding of the role that both economic systems

played in the domestic economies of the trans-Allegheny settlers. 
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Chapter Two:

Producing for the Household

When the first settlers crossed the threshold of the Allegheny Mountains into western

Virginia, they encountered a land abundant in natural resources.  Save for a scattering of

mountain glades and old Indian fields in varying stages of regrowth, a vast forest  of tall straight

trees completely covered the hills and mountains of the region.  Within the forests lived a diversity

of animal life including white-tailed deer, elk, black bears, turkeys, mountain lions, beavers, gray

wolves, and even small herds of buffalo.1  The nutrient-rich soil, particularly in the river and creek

bottoms, was conducive to mixed agriculture and livestock grazing.2  The land supported a rich

abundance of native edible flora including strawberries, blackberries, chestnuts, walnuts, hickory

nuts, pawpaws, sarvis berries, wild plums, wild grapes, wild cherries, ramps, and the syrup

producing sugar maple.3  Beneath the surface of the ground lay rich mineral resources, such as

coal, oil, limestone, clay, sand, iron ore, and salt.4  In many ways, western Virginia was a

hunter/gatherer's paradise. 

A common theme in the writ ings of the early pioneers was the economic potential of this

new land.  In 1671, Thomas Batts and Robert Fallom crossed the Allegheny Mountains exploring

as far west as Tug Fork near the present city of Matewan, West Virginia.5  In his short journal,

Fallom referred to the quality of the soil no fewer than seven times.  Near the Blue Ridge in

eastern Virginia, he found "very stony rocky ground," however, by the time the expedition had
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reached Tug Fork, the soil was "very rich."6  Settler Joseph Doddridge similarly noted that

throughout western Virginia, "a fruitful soil . . . supplies abundantly all the wants of life."7  Other

pioneers noticed the commercial value of the timber.  Writing in his journal in 1746, surveyor

Thomas Lewis described the hills as being exceedingly well timbered.  The spruce, cherry, beech,

and maple trees were "the most and finest" he had ever seen with some being "three or four feet

Diameter thirty or forty foot without a Branch."8  Settlers and explorers alike perceived this

abundance of land and resources as an opportunity for material gain.

Nobody knows for sure when the first white person actually settled in trans-Allegheny

Virginia.  The first documented instance, however,  occurred in 1749 when Stephen Sewell and

Jacob Marlin built a cabin near the Greenbrier River in present Pocahontas County.  Their tenure

in western Virginia appears to have been very brief, however.  Following a religious dispute, the

two parted ways with Marlin eventually returning to the Shenandoah Valley and Sewell being

killed by Indians.9  

The impermanence of the Sewell/Marlin settlement was typical of the first generation of

settlers in western Virginia.  Although the physical remoteness of the region undoubtedly made

occupation difficult, the greatest  obstacle came from the nearly four thousand Shawnee Indians

who by the time of white settlement lived primarily in Ohio, but regarded western Virginia as an

integral part of their tribal hunting territory.10  Prior to white contact, the Shawnees had also lived
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in western Virginia, however, a combination of disease and intertribal warfare had forced them to

abandon most of their communities east of the Ohio River.11

  The diseases that decimated the Shawnee population during the seventeenth century

originated among the English colonists who had settled at Jamestown.  Archeologists suspect that

Susquehannock hunters and traders inadvertently introduced these diseases to the Shawnees of

western Virginia during hunting and trading expeditions.12  By the 1640s, epidemics of measles,

small pox, and a host of other virgin soil pathogens had begun to kill large numbers of Shawnees. 

Archeologists studying the site of a seventeenth century village in the Kanawha Valley discovered

the existence of several mass graves with the largest one containing almost  forty bodies.  The

researchers concluded that disease was the probable cause of death. 13  Unfortunately, there is no

way of determining precisely how much of a negative impact diseases had on the Shawnees'

overall population.  If one accepts that the Shawnees' early seventeenth century population ranged

between 10,000 and 12,000, and if anthropologist Jerry Clark's estimate that their populat ion a

century later ranged between 2,000 and 4,000 is correct, then it can be calculated that their

population experienced a decline of somewhere between 40 and 83 percent over a hundred year

period.14  This range is in line with the generally accepted estimate that introduced diseases caused

mortality rates as high as 75 to 90 percent within some tribes.15 
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   Starting in 1662, the suffering of the Shawnee people increased when Iroquois warriors

from present New York began raiding their villages.16  The reason for the Iroquois invasion is tied

closely to  the fur t rade that had developed in the eastern Great Lakes region during the early

seventeenth century.  At white trading posts, the Iroquois traded beaver skins for commodities

such as guns, knives, beads, cloth, tools, alcohol, and brass kettles.  Within just two generations,

the Iroquois' lifestyle had become dependent on having access to white trade goods.17  To obtain

these goods, they needed furs.  At first, the Iroquois hunted and trapped beavers within their own

territory, however, by 1640, the beaver population of New York teetered on the edge of

extinction.  With their own beavers gone, the Iroquois turned a covetous eye toward the hunting

grounds of their neighbors.  Starting in the 1640s, they became embroiled in a series of wars that

pitted them against one Indian neighbor after another.  Collectively, these wars are known as the

Beaver Wars, and they were fought to determine which tribe would dominate the fur trade.18  

The Iroquois' attacks into the upper Ohio Valley totally disrupted the Indians that had

been living there.  The Shawnees particularly suffered from the invasion.  By the late 1680s, their

tribe had been shattered into several small bands.  Some of them continued to live in the Ohio

Valley under the nominal control of the Iroquois.  Other Shawnees fled their tribal homeland for

destinations as widespread as present Illinois, Alabama, Florida, and the Carolinas.19  The net

result of the alien diseases and the Iroquois invasion of the Ohio Valley is that by the late

seventeenth century, western Virginia had a very sparse Indian population. 20
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The dispersal of the Shawnee nation did not last long.  By the end of the seventeenth

century, many of the Shawnees who had been living in present Illinois, South Carolina, and the

Cumberland River of Tennessee began migrating toward eastern Pennsylvania.21  They, like other

groups of refugee Indians, had heard stories of how William Penn and the pacifist Quakers treated

all people with toleration.22  Penn told his followers "Don't  abuse the [Indians], but let them have

justice."  This admonition was embodied in several Quaker policies that collectively created an

environment that fostered good relations between the Shawnees and Pennsylvanians.  The

Quakers maintained no army; they sent no missionaries among the tribes; the selling of alcohol to

Indians was prohibited; and no settlement could take place on a tract of land unless it had been

legally purchased from the Indians.23  

Despite Penn's noble intentions, not every Pennsylvanian treated the Indians well.  One of

the chief abusers was Provincial Secretary James Logan who secretly used the power of his office

to remove the Indians from choice pieces of land.24  Following Penn's death in 1718, abuses at the

hands of whites became even more blatant.  Settlers increasingly encroached on Indian lands

without first purchasing them.25  In addition, the settler's free range cattle frequently destroyed the

Indian's corn fields.26  In response to this increasing white pressure, the Shawnees decided that

migration was the best solution to their problems.  Between 1722 and 1734, most of the

remaining Shawnees left eastern Pennsylvania and returned to their old tribal territory in the upper

Ohio Valley.27  Greatly reduced in numbers and having suffered innumerable abuses at the hands
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of the Iroquois and English, the Shawnees were determined by the 1750s to resist any new

intrusion into their western Virginia hunting grounds.

Between 1749 and 1754, an estimated fifty-two white families attempted to sett le in the

Greenbrier and Tygart river valleys of western Virginia.28  In 1755, however, Shawnee warriors

allied with the French attacked those settlements killing many and forcing the survivors to

abandon their homesteads.  By the end of the year, no white families remained in trans-Allegheny

Virginia.29  When the French and Indian War ended, settlers returned to western Virginia only to

be repulsed a second time during Pontiac's Uprising (1763-1765).  By the end of 1766, settlers

returned to trans-Allegheny Virginia for a third time.  After almost twenty years of effort, they

finally succeeded in establishing permanent settlements west of the mountains.30    

By the early 1770s, hundreds of pioneer families had settled in the Greenbrier,

Monongahela, and Ohio river valleys.  Traditionally, the ethnic group most often associated with

the trans-Allegheny settlers has been the Scots-Irish.31  It would be a mistake, however, to

envision the frontier population as being ethnically homogeneous.  Even a cursory survey of the

families appearing in the 1782 Virginia census for Monongalia County reveals great  diversity.32 

For example, the Dragoo family was descended from French Huguenots; the Springers came to
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America from Sweden; and the Bunners originated in Germany.33  In addition, the census also

enumerated eighty-one blacks of probable African origin.34  

Most of the people who settled in western Virginia during the eighteenth century were

already second or even third generation Americans who had been born or raised in New Jersey,

eastern Pennsylvania, or Maryland.  Smaller numbers came from New York, Delaware, and

eastern Virginia.  As the settlers moved west, seldom did they relocate to the trans-Allegheny

frontier in a single move.  It was far more common to make the trip in a series of shorter moves as

the frontier was pushed westward.  Most settlers reached western Virginia by following the Great

Wagon Road from eastern Pennsylvania southwest into the Shenandoah Valley of Virginia.  From

there, they followed old Indian trails and crude paths such as Braddock's Road across the

Allegheny Mountains into western Virginia.35        

Considering that so many trans-Allegheny settlers had at one time lived in or near

southeastern Pennsylvania, it would be useful to briefly consider the domestic economy of rural

Pennsylvanians to provide insight into the economic background of the settlers.  The majority of

Pennsylvanians during the second half of the eighteenth century were farmers who practiced

diversified agriculture.  The four most important grains raised on their farms included wheat, rye,

oats,  and maize (corn).  Of the four,  wheat, by far, was the most frequently cultivated.  Not only

was it a staple of the farmers' diet, but it was also their single most important marketable

commodity.  Rye, on the other hand, was of secondary importance.  On the average, farmers

cult ivated only about 25 percent as much rye as wheat.  Although some farmers had their rye

ground into flour, Scots-Irish and Germans often distilled it into whiskey.  Oats and corn, on the

other hand, saw primary usage as animal feed.  Some farmers also raised barley although typically
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only in small quantities.  Most people looked down on buckwheat as a "poor man's food," though

many farmers planted it as a green manure.36 

In addition to grains, most Pennsylvania farmers also raised a variety of fruits and

vegetables.  They adopted some species from the Indians including pumpkins, squash, and beans. 

Other vegetables grown on Pennsylvania farms came from Europe including peas, cucumbers,

radishes, cabbages, carrots,  spinach, and parsnips.  They also grew potatoes and turnips not only

for human consumption, but also as feed for farm animals.  Common fruit trees included apples,

peaches, and cherries.  In addition to consuming their fruit fresh, farmers also dried some for

future use and converted the rest into cider or brandy.  Pigs consumed any fruit not suitable for

human use.37   

In addition to vegetable crops, almost every Pennsylvania farmer raised a variety of

livestock including cattle, horses, sheep, and hogs.  Of these, cattle were the most widely owned. 

Although few farmers possessed large herds, six or seven head was fairly typical.  Even widows,

day laborers, and city residents often owned a cow to provide fresh milk.  Despite the relative

abundance of cattle in Pennsylvania, outside observers frequently commented on their small size

and poor physical condition.  To a great extent, this can be attributed to the haphazard care they

received.  Although some farmers stall-fed their cattle by the 1760s, most allowed them to free

range feeding on wild grasses and leaves.  In addition, free range cattle mated randomly thus

making it impossible for farmers to practice selective breeding.38  

Pennsylvania farmers also raised large numbers of free range hogs.  By slitting their ears in

a distinctive manner, farmers could identify their own animals during fall round ups.  By far, pork

constituted the most important meat in the Pennsylvania diet.  In fact, the average farm family

consumed approximately twice as much pork as beef.  Although many hogs averaged only about
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175 pounds at  the time of slaughter, farmers compensated for their small size by keeping

anywhere from five to ten animals.  On occasion, some farmers maintained upwards of thirty

animals, however this was unusual.39        

Although most Pennsylvania farmers raised a surplus of produce and livestock, very few

lived an entirely self-reliant existence.  After all, people need more than just food to enjoy a

competency.  They also require shelter, clothing, tools, luxury items, and professional services.  In

many instances, farmers simply lacked the ability to produce a necessary item either at  all or in

sufficient quantities.  A case in point is textiles.  Despite having an agrarian-based economy,

Pennsylvania farmers did not produce enough wool or flax to supply all of their domestic textile

needs.  An analysis of household inventories from the second half of the eighteenth century

reveals that about 50 percent of Pennsylvania households owned no sheep, 60 percent had no flax,

and 80 percent possessed no wool or yarn.  In addition, many households also lacked the tools

necessary to process fiber into cloth.  Approximately 30 percent  of households had no spinning

wheels and at least 90 percent lacked a loom.  To compensate for their inability to meet their

domestic textile requirements, Pennsylvanians purchased large quantities of cloth imported from

the British Isles.  In other words, they depended on the commercial market to achieve a

competency.40  

Late eighteenth century Pennsylvania farmers did not live in a barter economy.  They

needed cash to purchase imported goods, and to obtain this cash, most farmers raised surplus

agricultural products to sell locally and abroad.  England and the West Indies received ship loads

of flour, wheat, corn, flaxseed, salted beef, and lumber from rural Pennsylvania producers.  In

1772 alone, about L800,000 sterling worth of exports left Philadelphia ports.  About 50 percent

of this total came from the sale of wheat and flour.  In addition to wheat products, about seven

thousand barrels of salted beef left Pennsylvania ports each year.  In short, only by supplementing
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their household production with commercially produced goods did rural Pennsylvania farmers

achieve a competency.41  

When Pennsylvania farmers moved to the western Virginia frontier, many of them found it

difficult to attain the same levels of competency they had known in the East.  A primary reason

for this was their lack of easy access to the consumer goods available in stores a hundred miles

away in the Shenandoah Valley.  Unlike in eastern Pennsylvania, the settlers in trans-Allegheny

Virginia found it difficult to supplement their household production with commercially produced

goods.  When the settlers moved to the western frontier, they left behind retail stores, craftmen's

shops, county fairs, and weekly markets.  With few exceptions, frontier communities in western

Virginia lacked local retail outlets during the first several years of settlement.  In the middle

Greenbrier Valley, for example, settlers who arrived in the late 1760s had to wait till 1771 before

Sampson and George Mathews established a local trading post.42  Settlers in the upper

Monongahela Valley in many cases had to wait even longer before receiving their first local store

in 1783.43  In fact, dozens of pioneer families such as the Pricketts, Morgans, Coons, Ices, and

Lowthers had lived in the Monongahela area for over a decade without having convenient access

to a store.44        

During the interval between initial settlement and the establishment of local stores, many

pioneer families looked toward the older commercial centers of the Shenandoah Valley as a place

to obtain those tools and supplies that could not be purchased locally.45  Towns such as

Winchester and Staunton offered pract ically every material object a trans-Allegheny settler might

require.  For example, guns, axes, crosscut saws, saddles, salt, clothing, nails, and black powder
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were all readily available in Winchester.  If desired, farmers could also purchase breeding

livestock, such as cattle, hogs, and horses.  Ambitious settlers could even buy hives of

honeybees.46  This access to the older commercial centers in the Shenandoah Valley allowed the

settlers of western Virginia to avoid being cast into complete self-sufficiency.     

By no means, however, was a "shopping trip" to the Shenandoah Valley an easy

undertaking.  Interposed between the western settlements and the Shenandoah Valley were the

Allegheny Mountains, a twenty mile or more wide series of high parallel mountain ridges generally

oriented in a northeast to southwest direction.  With many individual peaks reaching over four

thousand feet in elevation and only two partial river passes, crossing the mountains was an

arduous endeavor.47  The journals and letters of eighteenth century travellers are filled with

accounts of the hardships involved in crossing the mountains.  In the summer of 1790, for

example, Methodist circuit rider Richard Whatcoat crossed the mountains on "As Ruf a Road" as

he had ever encountered.48  Other writers lamented the mountain's steep slopes, downed trees,

creeks, rivers, dangerous fords, mud, poorly blazed trails, absence of inns, deep mountain snows,

and the "danger of being plucked off our horses by the boughs of the trees under which we had to

ride."49  Perhaps traveller Samuel Allen said it best when he summarized his experiences in the

mountains as simply "most horrid."50     

The ruggedness and poor condition of the trails through the mountains precluded the use

of farm or freight wagons till after the Revolutionary War when some trails were upgraded to

wagon roads.51  Prior to these improvements, settlers desiring supplies from the east either had to
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walk or take pack horses over the mountains.  Not surprisingly, trips to the Shenandoah Valley

tended to be infrequent due to the difficulty of the journey.  Settlers generally went east for

supplies only once a year; usually in the late summer or fall.  Settler David Crouch who grew up

along the Tygart Valley River recalled how once a year his father would send a horse to the South

Branch of the Potomac River to trade for salt.52  On a trip to western Virginia in September 1784,

George Washington encountered "numbers of Persons and Pack horses going" east to obtain "Salt

and other articles at the markets" of Maryland and eastern Virginia.53  

Rather than each individual family making the difficult trip, neighbors frequently

assembled their pack horses into a single caravan to be lead by a master driver with a few young

assistants.54  Caravans averaged about ten to fifteen horses each capable of carrying two hundred

pounds of freight.55  An advantage of using caravans is that it allowed the settlers to obtain

necessary supplies while at the same time leaving sufficient numbers of men behind to guard

against possible Indian attacks.  Through the use of annual pack trains, the settlers maintained a

tenuous link with the external commercial market.  

With commercially produced goods not always readily available, the first settlers, out of

necessity, shifted the focus of their household production toward the subsistence end of the

continuum.  When necessary, they could sustain a very basic level of competency from the natural

resources at hand.  Consider, for example, the need for shelter.  A shortage of local saw mills

made it difficult for the first set tlers to construct the wooden-framed homes typical of cismontane

farms.56  Although field stone was readily available in much of western Virginia, its excessive
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weight and high cost in terms of time and labor tended to discourage its use as a building

material.57  In addition, few settlers would have possessed sufficient masonry skills to construct

something as elaborate as a stone house even if they had wanted to.    

Not surprisingly, most settlers in trans-Allegheny Virginia favored hewn logs as a building

material not only because they were cheap, but also because they were easy to manufacture. 

Although cabins tended to be small, it still required time for a family to cut the necessary number

of trees, skid them to the construction site, and raise the cabin walls.  While doing this preliminary

work, new families on the frontier often lived in crude temporary structures.  One family, for

example, spent an entire summer living in a hut formed by leaning pine boughs against the face of

a cliff.58  A few creative settlers found temporary shelter within the t runks of large standing

hollow trees.59  Other families found temporary shelter in caves or rock overhangs.  More typical,

however, was for a family to build a half-faced shelter.  This type of shelter usually appeared as a

large wooden lean-to with an open front, earth floor, and either animal hides, blankets, or sheets

of tree bark for a roof.  On the ground directly in front of the open face was a large fire pit that

could be used for heating and cooking.  During particularly inclement weather, a blanket or animal

skins could be hung across the open front to provide additional protection against wind or rain. 

Although there are a few documented instances of settlers dwelling in a half-faced shelter

throughout the winter months, they were most frequently used only for short periods during the

summer while construction of the permanent log cabin occurred.60       
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The first cabins built in western Virginia tended to be small structures which offered few

amenities.  Packed earth often served as the cabin floor.  In lieu of window glass, families

sometimes used rawhide or paper which had been greased to make it translucent.61  Some of the

more austere cabins even lacked fireplaces and chimneys.62  In these cases, the occupants built

their cooking and heating fires directly on the dirt floor in the middle of the cabin.  Smoke

escaped through a hole cut in the peak of the roof.  Many homes lacked even a single piece of

iron hardware.63  Wooden pegs called "trunnels" were used instead of nails and door hinges could

be fabricated either from wood or pieces of strap leather.  Through the use of a few simple hand

tools, the settlers could construct their first crude homes totally from the natural materials at

hand.    

Like their homes, the settlers could also manufacture their own clothing if necessary. 

Although commercially produced cloth and shoes were available in the Shenandoah Valley and at

some trading posts in western Virginia, they cost money which was frequently in short supply on

the frontier.  Even when cash was available, it often had to be saved to pay property taxes.64 

Many settlers had no option but to either do without a particular article of clothing or to

manufacture it within the household.  

There are many documented instances of the early settlers wearing either minimal amounts

of clothing or badly worn clothes.  Consider the case of settler Jacob Parkhurst who as a child

lived along Ten Mile Creek in present Washington County Pennsylvania.  He explained that

growing up, his 

common dress was tow linen or dressed deer skin, when we had clothes, but boys,
such as I and my twin brother, till about eight or ten years of age, had to do with
one long shirt a year, which came down to the calf of the legs.  When they were
worn out we had to go naked, or nearly so, till the next crop of flax was
manufactured into linen.
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During the "hard winter" of 1780, Parkhurst explained that 

the snow fell early . . . but we had not our new shirts yet; therefore,  the twin boys
were nearly naked.  I began to contrive for myself and accordingly I found a small
deer skin . . . so I put st rings to  it, turned the hair side next to my belly and wore it
as an apron.  Then I was well prepared to face the winter winds, my feet and legs
still naked, and my old shirt gone except for the collar and a few threads hanging
around.65

Even adults on the western Virginia frontier at times wore only minimal amounts of clothing

either because they simply did not have it, or they were preserving it from wear.  This seems to

have most often been the case in regard to footgear.  In June 1794, for example, itinerant minister

Henry Smith preached to a backwoods congregation near present Fairmont.  Looking over his

audience, Smith "saw one old man who had shoes on his feet" and one man "wore Indian

moccasins."  Everyone else was barefooted.66

Much, if not most, of the clothing seen in the backcountry settlements was manufactured

in the home from raw materials either gathered from the forest or grown on the farm.  Linen,

wool, and leather comprised the three most important materials for clothing manufacture.  Leather

was always available in the form of deer, elk, and bison hides.   Although leather could be

purchased from professional tanners, most settlers would have known how to produce finished

leather at home either through vegetable tanning with oak or hemlock bark or through "Indian

tanning" with the tannic acid naturally found in animal brains.  Although leather britches, hunting

shirts, and leggings were common, a major drawback to leather clothing was its tendency to act as

a sponge when it got wet.   In addition, leather clothes have comparatively little insulating

properties thus rendering them of limited utility in cold weather.  Due to these disadvantages, the

sett lers preferred their clothing to be manufactured from cloth.67
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The two most important fabrics in the backcountry settlements were linen and wool.  They

could either be used separately or be woven together to produce linsey-woolsey.  During the first

year or two on the front ier, even these two mainstays of the front ier seamstress were not always

available.  Linen, for example, comes from the flax plant which must be planted in the spring of

the year and be harvested on schedule some time in mid to late July.  If harvested either too early

or too late, the fibers located in the stalks will be unfit for use in clothing.  Therefore, for a settler

to raise a harvestable flax crop during his initial year on the frontier, he must have arrived early

enough in the year to have had adequate time to clear sufficient land and get his crop in the

ground early in the spring.  Undoubtedly, some families arrived too late in the year to plant flax. 

In this case, they either did without, purchased commercial cloth,  or looked to the surrounding

forests for a suitable substitute.  Resourceful families sometimes obtained useable fibers from the

partially rotted stems of stinging nettle plants gathered in the late winter or early spring, though

the quality was not as good as flax.68

Next  to linen, wool was the most commonly used fiber in the home production of cloth in

western Virginia.  Due to its thermal qualities, it had part icular value in the manufacture of cold

weather clothing such as stockings, thick petticoats, capotes, great coats, match coats, mittens,

caps, and as liners for homemade shoe packs.  In addition, when woven together with linen, it

made comfortable cool weather clothing.69  

It is impossible to determine the amount of wool available to the settlers of western

Virginia.  Local tax records did not enumerate sheep during the late eighteenth century and there

are so few estate inventories available that statistical data derived from them has little meaning. 

Only in a few instances are there extant anecdotal references to sheep being present in western

Virginia.  Unfortunately, most of these references relate to them being killed by wild animals. 

Wolves were part icularly destructive.  For example, settler William Scripps of the Monongahela
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Valley lost twenty sheep to wolves in 1794.  This left his family with no wool with which to make

winter clothing.70

Like stinging nettle, wool substitutes could be found in the surrounding forests. 

Imaginative settlers sometimes visited "buffalo wallows" in the spring of the year to gather

naturally shed buffalo wool.  At other times, settlers harvested wool from the hides of bison that

had been shot.  There are even some accounts of nettle and bison wool being woven together to

make a linsey-woolsey substitute.  Unfortunately, other than a few first hand accounts of this

being done, there is no way of determining the extent of this practice.  Regardless of its extent,

the important point is that the settlers could and did provide themselves with clothing when

commercially produced cloth and clothes were not available or convenient.71

The diet of the initial settlers, like their homes, also tended to be very basic.72  Even

though most  settlers were farmers, it took time to  develop a homestead to a point where it could

provide a family with adequate food.73  Settler John Scripps recalled that during the first few years

on the frontier, "few settlers had land in cult ivation more than sufficient to raise food for their

own consumption, and generally by Spring there would be no bread in the country and people

lived on [wild] greens . . . daily gathered by women and children."74  Joseph Doddridge also

recalled having to "live without bread" for six weeks in 1773 when his family ran out of grain. 

They subsisted by eating venison, wild turkey, and bear meat, although "after living in this way for

some time," the family "became sickly" and was "tormented with a sense of hunger."75  Jacob

Parkhurst similarly described how his family hunted wild game to augment the limited quantities
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of corn, milk, and vegetables being produced on their family farm.76  Only by supplementing their

meager farm products with wild game, nuts, and fruits were the initial set tlers able to survive

during their first few years on the frontier. 

Although the forest provided the settlers with food, it was also seen as an impediment to

agriculture.  The massive trees supported a thick leafy canopy that cast the land into deep shade

during the summer months.  Agriculture in such a dim environment was simply impossible.  In

response, the settlers adopted the slash and burn farming methods that had long been employed by

the Delawares and other tribes of Eastern Woodland Indians.77  A late eighteenth century observer

described how the settlers cleared their land:

The general mode of clearing the land in this country, where timber is of no value,
and labour is great, is by cutting a circle round the tree, through the bark, quite to
the wood, before the sap rises, which kills it; and they . . . [leave] the trees to rot
standing, which happens within a very few years, and they never bear leaves
more.78

The settler could then dispose of the "deadenings" at his leisure.  If a sufficient number of

neighbors or family members lived close by, a "log-rolling" might be called in which communal

work parties removed the underbrush and smaller dead wood, placed it in piles, and set it on fire. 

Stumps, roots, and the larger tree trunks were left in place with little adverse effect on future crop

yields.79  

Once a plot had been cleared, settlers planted a wide variety of crops between the stumps

and dead trees.  Corn, potatoes, pumpkins, squash, beans, turnips, and other vegetables were

staples of the pioneer diet.  Sometimes, the settlers planted these crops in haphazard rows; other
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times, they planted Indian-style in thirty inch diameter hills of mounded earth.80  Although the

sett lers may not have realized it, planting in hills helped to reduce the danger of frosts by trapping

the cold air close to the ground between the hills.81

After planting the same field for several successive years, erosion and soil exhaustion

caused a marked decline in crop yields.  A typical field could support a corn crop for anywhere

from four to six years before loosing its fertility.82  A heavy feeder such as tobacco, on the other

hand, exhausted the soil after only three years.83  Regardless of the crop, when a field became

exhausted, the settlers turned it over to fallow pasture and moved on to a newly cleared field. 

Over time, saplings and brush invaded the fallow field eventually restoring it to forest.  After

spending twenty years minimum as new growth forest, the soil would recover enough fertility to

merit  reclearing.  Forest fallowing required such a long period of time that seldom did a single

person witness an entire cycle.84     

Forest farming offered a number of attractions to Appalachian farmers.  For one thing,

deadenings generated air currents that promoted the generation of dews and fogs that served as

protect ion from unseasonal frosts.  Another advantage of farming within deadenings is that the

standing dead trees reduced the loss of moisture in plants by breaking up surface winds. 

Furthermore, burning brush not only helped to kill weeds and insect pests on the ground, but it

also helped to enrich the soil by providing it with potassium and other minerals found in wood

ashes.  Perhaps most important to the pioneers was the fact that girdling trees and burning brush

was far less labor intensive than felling every last tree and grubbing out their massive stumps. 
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Considering that many backcountry families relied solely on their own labor, this last

consideration becomes particularly significant.85

Another laborsaving tactic of backcountry settlers involved the open-range herding of

cattle and hogs similar to what had been practiced in eastern Pennsylvania.  Open-range livestock

needed far less care than animals kept in stables and fed grain or hay.  One disadvantage, though,

was that free range husbandry required extensive tracts of woodland where the animals could

graze on wild grasses, leaves, and mast.  Considering that few settlers possessed title to sufficient

land to pract ice this system on their own property, they often fenced in their own grain fields and

gardens leaving everyplace else, including the land of neighbors and absentee land owners, open

for grazing.  Hogs tended to thrive in the woodlands.  Cattle, on the other hand, did less well

because of the sparseness of grass in the dim forests.  Some farmers rectified this problem by

setting fire to the forest floor in the late winter to promote the growth of springtime grasses.86    

By examining the basic lifestyle of the pioneers of western Virginia, it becomes evident

that subsistence modes of production played a major role in their pursuit of competency; much

more so than it did when they had lived in eastern Pennsylvania.  To an extent , the sett lers' heavy

reliance on subsistence production can be explained by their physical remoteness from the

established commercial centers of the east.  By no means, however, does isolation tell the whole

story.  After all, the settlers of other Virginia frontiers, such as the Shenandoah Valley, had also

experienced physical remoteness from established commercial markets.  In the Valley, this initial

period of "marginal living standards" lasted for only "the first  year or two of initial permanent

settlement."87  In western Virginia, however, many set tlers struggled for over a decade to achieve

a competency.  What then was the difference?  One major distinction between the two frontiers
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was the proximity of hostile Indian tribes.  The Shenandoah Valley had largely been emptied of its

native inhabitants by the time settlers began arriving in the 1730s.88  Settlers in western Virginia,

on the other hand, faced a powerful confederacy of Indian tribes determined to retain possession

of their land and resources.  The next chapter explores the negative impact that twenty years of

warfare (1774-1794) had on the domestic economy of both the settlers and the native inhabitants

of the upper Ohio Valley. 
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Chapter Three:

Competency and War

On a rainy day in June 1919, two hundred people gathered near the mouth of Pricketts

Creek in the Monongahela Valley to attend the dedication of a monument marking "the site of

Prickett's Fort built in 1774 on the land of Jacob Prickett."  The keynote speaker for the occasion

was Judge James R. Moreland, the state president of the Sons of the Revolution.  In a patriotic

speech, he honored the memories of those men and women who had played a role in the

sett lement of the Monongahela Valley frontier.   What he failed to stress, however, was that  the

region had already been settled thousands of years prior to the arrival of any European families.1  

Moreland's oversight  is of lit tle surprise.  American writers and speakers have regularly

relegated Indians to a secondary role in frontier narratives, often treating them as little more than

adversaries, or "props," in one-sided celebrations of pioneer heroics.2  Although it is true that

many Indians did become mortal adversaries of the trans-Allegheny settlers,  it would do the

Indians yet one more injustice if this chapter were to launch directly into an analysis of the

"negative economic impact" they had on white settlers without first introducing the Indians as a

people with identities independent of white frontiersmen.  Only by first understanding who the

Indians were and how they achieved their own livelihood can the Indian war of 1774 to  1794 be

fully appreciated as an economic war fought to determine which race would control the finite land

and resources of western Virginia.                             

The Indian tribe most often associated with the western Virginia frontier has been the

Shawnees.  Although all Shawnees spoke the same language and shared a common culture, their

tribal political structure was very de-centralized with most political power residing within the
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various villages.  Ranging in size from a few dozen people to over a thousand inhabitants,

Shawnee villages were governed by a system of civil chiefs, war chiefs, and village councils. 

Although most decisions regarding daily life were made on the village level, matters of major

importance, such as warfare and diplomacy, were addressed in a national council under the

leadership of a tribal chief.  Thus, even though the Shawnees had a very loose political structure,

when necessary they could present a united front.3

Within Shawnee society there existed a well-defined division of labor based upon one's

sex.  Children grew to adulthood with a clear understanding of their future role in family and

village life.4  Shawnee men focused their labor activities on hunting, trapping, fishing, and warfare

while women attended to domestic matters such as farming, child rearing, tanning leather,

wigwam construction, and cooking.  Such a pronounced division of labor existed because hunting

and warfare often removed men from a village for an extended period of time.  With the men

frequently gone, virtually all domestic duties fell to the women.5  Occasionally, men helped with

the more physically demanding chores such as clearing a new garden plot in the forest, however,

once the ground was ready for planting, his involvement with agriculture typically ended.6 

Although the different sexes labored at very different tasks, together, they provided effectively for

the needs of their village and families.   

The Shawnees derived their livelihoods through a combination of hunting, fishing,

gathering, farming, and trading.  The men hunted a variety of game animals including deer, elk,
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bear, raccoons, turkeys, and to a lesser extent, beavers, squirrels, and other small game animals.7 

By far, the single most important source of animal protein was the white-tailed deer which the

men hunted in all seasons.  Archeologists studying bone fragments from the site of a seventeenth

century village in present Putnam County estimated that 89% of the inhabitants' meat came from

deer.   The researchers further determined that for every one hundred deer that were killed, the

Indians harvested only thirteen raccoons, eight squirrels, four turkeys, and two beavers. 

Somewhat surprising was a total absence of buffalo remains.  Considering the large size of these

animals, the hunters may have butchered them at the kill site.8

Shawnee men also contributed to the subsistence of their families by fishing and gathering

fresh water clams.  Unlike hunting which occurred year round, fishing tended to coincide with the

spring spawning runs.9  The men used several different methods of fishing including angling with

bird claw fishhooks and bone gorges, netting, spearing by torchlight, shooting with bow and

arrows, and wicker traps.10  In addition, fish could be poisoned by pouring a prepared mixture of

ground buckeye nuts and special roots into a pool of water.  The poison temporarily stunned the

fish causing them to float to the surface where waiting fishermen quickly gathered them into

baskets.11  

The Shawnees added seasonal variety to their diet by gathering wild plant foods from the

forest.  As a general rule, they consumed wild fruits and berries fresh, though on occasion, they
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dried some for future use.12  Chestnuts, hickory nuts, and acorns were also stored for the future.13 

In the late winter, the Shawnees produced sugar by tapping maple trees and boiling down the sap

over a slow fire.  A single tree could yield up to seven pounds of sugar each spring.  Like other

forms of gathering, sugaring was considered the work of women and children, though men

sometimes helped if the winter hunt had been completed.14  In light of the fact that honeybees had

just recently been introduced to North America, maple sugar was the Shawnees' traditional source

of sweetener.15 

The Shawnees practiced slash and burn agriculture in much the same fashion as white

Appalachian settlers.  Originally, they had used stone hatchets to clear away undergrowth and to

girdle any larger trees located within the bounds of their prospective fields.  Later, iron tools

obtained from English or Indian traders made the work much easier.  Considering that one acre of

old growth forest contained an average of twenty-six trees with trunk diameters over eighteen

inches, iron axes quickly became a popular trade item.16  After the cut wood had dried, the

Shawnees piled it around the girdled trunks of the larger trees and set it all ablaze.  Women

gradually grubbed out the smaller stumps leaving the larger stumps and trunks in place.  In all, it

often required several years to prepare a new field for planting.17      

The Shawnees raised their crops in small hills rather than rows.  Using hoes fashioned

from the shoulder blades of deer, the women scraped the topsoil into mounds that measured about
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thirty inches in diameter with an additional thirty inch space between the mounds.18  Land that had

been totally cleared of all trees and stumps had space sufficient for approximately twenty-five

hundred hills per acre.19  Into each hill was planted a combination of corn, beans, and squash. 

Whether they also raised tobacco (Nicotiana rustica) like their neighboring tribes to the north and

east is unknown.20  By planting corn a few weeks prior to beans and squash, the cornstalk would

serve as a living bean pole.21  Throughout the summer, women periodically hoed the field to keep

weeds down.  Even young children contributed to the family's subsistence by guarding the field

against birds and animals.  

Barring drought, blight, insects, and animal pests, the villagers could expect to harvest

their first roasting ears about eighty-four days after planting.  To celebrate the occasion, they held

their annual Green Corn ceremony in mid-August.  Two weeks later, the longer season varieties

ripened.22  For winter storage, the women peeled the husks back from the corn cobs without

breaking them off and braided them together into long strands that were suspended from the

interior roof of a wigwam.23  If desired, the dried kernels could later be shelled and stored in

baskets or clay pots.  In addition, the women preserved squash and pumpkins for up to  five

months by drying thinly sliced pieces.24

Calculating the Shawnees' agricultural productivity during the eighteenth century is

difficult due to a scarcity of documentation on the subject.  A tentative answer to this question,
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however, can be gained by examining the known corn yields of other agriculturalists in the region. 

During the late seventeenth century, a French Jesuit observed that the Hurons achieved average

yields of twenty-seven bushels of corn per acre.  Anthropologist Conrad Heidenreich concurred

with the Jesuit's observations, but also noted that the Hurons' yields sometimes dropped to as low

as seven to ten bushels per acre when the soil had become exhausted.  White settlers using similar

slash and burn methods also achieved harvests of between twenty to thirty bushels per acre of

hills.25  Based on the above observations, it is reasonable to assume that the Shawnees achieved

similar results. 

Although agriculture was important to the Shawnees, they did not depend on it as heavily

as other Eastern Woodland tribes.    This becomes evident when one considers that a Shawnee

family of five to eight people typically cultivated only about one acre of crops for the entire family

whereas other related tribes planted one acre per person.  Anthropologists who have studied

Shawnee agriculture conclude that "clearly corn was not a staple food in the year-round

subsistence economy of the Shawnee; for half of each year, at least, it figured only minimally, if at

all in their basic economy."26  Understanding that the Shawnees were less dependent on

horticulture than many of their neighboring tribes helps to explain why American frontiersmen had

such a difficult time dislodging them from the upper Ohio Valley despite having burnt their crops

on an almost annual basis.27  Although farming was important to the Shawnees' subsistence,

hunting was even more so.  
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Through their combination of hunting, fishing, gathering, and horticulture, the Shawnees

provided for all of their basic needs.  But like most Europeans, mere subsistence was not entirely

satisfying.  The Shawnees, therefore, augmented their household subsistence by trading with

neighbors for luxury items not locally available.28  Prior to the arrival of Europeans, the Shawnees

engaged in extensive intertribal trade over a sophisticated network of well-used trails that

connected western Virginia with locations as widespread as the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts,  the

lower Ohio Valley, and Canada.29  Desired trade goods included marine shells, unusual varieties of

stone, and cold-hammered copper.  From these materials, the Shawnees fashioned jewelry items

such as conch shell gorgets, green steatite smoking pipes, and strings of beads made from tiny sea

shells.30  

Litt le information exists regarding commodities that the Shawnees may have exchanged in

return, though some scholars suspect that chert and canel coal were two.31  Other researchers

suggest that they may have been salt traders.  It is known that the Shawnees sometimes visited

natural salt springs where they collected the briny water in clay pans and allowed it to naturally

evaporate leaving behind a thin layer of salt crystals.32  In the summer of 1755, white captive

Mary Draper Ingles helped a party of Shawnees make salt in the Kanawha Valley of western

Virginia.33  While some of this salt was used for domestic purposes, any surplus would have been

available for barter.     
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The Shawnees carried out their various subsistence activities in an annual cycle based

upon the seasons.  Throughout the fall from late September through December, they generally

lived in small temporary hunting camps scattered throughout, Ohio, Kentucky, and western

Virginia.  Leaving the elders, children, and some of the women behind at these camps, the men

spread out  over the countryside to hunt deer,  bears, and other animals.  Sometime around

January, the men shifted their attention away from deer hunting in favor of trapping fur bearers

such as beavers.  Trapping typically continued till late February when the hunting camps broke up

and everyone returned to their towns located mostly in eastern and central Ohio.  Springtime

activities included maple sugaring and preparing fields for planting.  Throughout  the summer, the

women tended their crops while the men hunted or waged war against enemies near and far.  By

the end of harvest in September, the Shawnees again divided into small extended family groups

and moved to their winter quarters to start  the cycle anew.34 

By the early 1770s, so many white families had moved to the forests of western Virginia

that the Shawnees found it difficult to practice their seasonal movements.  According to a

Shawnee diplomat, the problem with settlers was two-fold.  First, there was the issue of "the

woods [being] covered with White people."35  By this, he implied that the mere physical presence

of settlers was disruptive to his people's way of life.  How could they move to their winter camps

if settlers occupied their hunting grounds?  Chiksika, brother of Tecumseh, eloquently expressed

the frustration felt by many Shawnees when he proclaimed that "The whole white race is a

monster who is always hungry and what he eats is land."36
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A second complaint lodged by the diplomat was that their young men were "disappointed

in their hunting."37  As increasing numbers of pioneer families arrived in western Virginia, the

Shawnees faced escalating competition for the finite game resources.  Undoubtedly, the wasteful

hunting practices of many settlers aggravated the situation.  Consider William Haymond, Jr. of

Harrison County who admitted that whenever he saw a deer, he simply could "not  resist the

temptation to shoot it."38  Further evidence of this attitude is reflected in the journal of explorer

Christopher Gist  who reported killing a dozen turkeys in a single day.39  Apparently, wasteful

hunting practices were learned early.  Following the Revolutionary War, traveller Johann David

Schoepf reported that two boys near Wheeling had killed 219 squirrels over a three day period.40 

After a generation of such wanton hunting pract ices, set tler Joseph Doddridge lamented that "the

buffalo and elk have entirely disappeared from this section of the country.  Of the bear and deer

but very few remain. . . . The wild turkeys, which used to be so abundant  . . . are now rarely

seen."41  

The Shawnees realized that if they did nothing to stem the flow of settlers into western

Virginia, they stood to lose not only tribal land, but also their very way of life.   After all, their

basic subsistence was based on having access to the deer, fish, wild plants, and farmland of the

region; the very same resources needed by white settlers who lacked easy access to commercial

goods.  Herein lies the fundamental cause of the western Virginia Indian wars: the Shawnees and

settlers both relied on the same resources to  achieve their livelihoods.  The stakes in this
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competition for resources were part icularly high considering that deprivation would likely result in

destitution. 

Early on, some form of accommodation might have been possible, however, by the

summer of 1774, coexistence was no longer an option.  If a single point of no return existed, it

must have been on 30 April 1774, when Daniel Greathouse led an at tack against the village of the

friendly Mingo chief, John Logan.  Following that  heinous event, the skirmishing and harassment

that had been going on for months escalated into a full-fledged war that would last intermittently

from 1774 till 1794 when General Anthony Wayne dealt the Shawnees a demoralizing defeat at

the Battle of Fallen Timbers.       

Starting in 1774, the Shawnees began raiding into western Virginia with devastating

effect.  Over the ensuing two decades,  hundreds of settlers lost their lives in countless batt les and

ambushes.  Considering the high level of destruction to life and property, the small size of most

war parties is somewhat surprising.  Typically, they ranged in size from about eight to fourteen

warriors, although on occasion, the Shawnees attacked in bodies larger than twenty.  Only four

times during twenty years of fighting did the Indians attack western Virginia in numbers that can

be considered an army.  Excluding the Battle of Point Pleasant which involved upwards of a

thousand Indians, the largest of these forces included only about three hundred warriors.42 

What the Shawnees lacked in manpower, they made up for in tactics.  They were masters

of forest warfare.  After silently infiltrating the settlements, they would set ambushes and wait for

unwary settlers to pass.  Favorite ambush sites included the areas around springs, corn fields, flax

patches, and trails.  Sometimes, war parties waited outside a cabin door and attacked the first

person to step out in the morning.  At other times, a group of warriors would rush an open cabin

door trying to gain entrance before the occupants could get it closed.  When not waiting in

ambush, war parties scouted the settlements, burnt crops, killed livestock, and burglarized and

burnt cabins.  Frontier narratives such as Alexander Scot t Withers' Chronicles of Border Warfare

detail scores of such Indian attacks against the settlements of western Virginia.  Additional
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accounts are lodged within the various county court records, the Draper manuscripts, and the

unpublished memoirs of the settlers themselves.  Just a few representative examples will suffice to

convey the type of destruction that occurred.  On 16 April 1778, a war party "killed 7 sheep and

skinned them and took 15 horses" in a raid near the mouth of the Cheat River.43  On another

occasion, a settler by the last name of Johnson returned home from a hunting trip to discover that

the Indians had at tacked his homestead.  His cow and pig lay dead in the front yard and the

interior of his cabin had been ransacked.  Over a mile away, the scalped bodies of his wife and

three children lay on the forest floor.44  Although there is no way of determining precisely how

much total damage occurred to the sett lers' persons and property, anecdotal accounts suggest that

the destruction was considerable.  In the face of such losses, attaining a competency became much

more difficult for the settlers.       

Aside from outright destruction to life and property, the Indian raids also hindered the

economic development of the region by depopulating large areas of the frontier.  When the war

began in 1774, a "panic . . . seized the people" of the Monongahela and Ohio valleys.45  Within a

few weeks, hundreds of frightened families had abandoned their homesteads fleeing eastward in

such haste that in some cases they failed to take personal belongings and livestock with them.46 

One Fayette County, Pennsylvania observer of the exodus wrote that "the country at  this time is in

great confusion. . . I suppose there have been broken up and gone off at least 500 families within

one week past."47  That same year, 1774, the settlements around present Bridgeport "broke up
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and moved down to Prickets Settlement and Built a Fort" as protection against Indian attack.48 

Five years later, the settlements along Hackers Creek in present Lewis County also broke up with

some families "forsaking the country and retiring east of the mountains" while others moved into

forts near present Buckhannon and Clarksburg.49  Unfortunately, it is impossible to determine

precisely how many people deserted the western Virginia frontier due to the Indian war.  Judging

from first hand accounts, however, the number appears to have been large.  

Not only did the Indian war prompt some settlers to leave trans-Allegheny Virginia, but it

also appears to have had a negative impact on the number of new settlers arriving on the frontier. 

By examining the number of land grants issued to people who settled in Monongalia County for

the years 1766 to 1782, the discouraging effect of the Indian war becomes evident (table 1). 
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Table 1. 
Documented New Settlers in Monongalia County  
                                              
        Yeara                     Number      
                                              
        1766 . . . . . . . . . .    7
        1767 . . . . . . . . . .    2
        1768 . . . . . . . . . .    4
        1769 . . . . . . . . . .   22
        1770 . . . . . . . . . .   91
        1771 . . . . . . . . . .   66
        1772 . . . . . . . . . .  143
        1773 . . . . . . . . . .  247
        1774 . . . . . . . . . .  168
        1775 . . . . . . . . . .  227
        1776 . . . . . . . . . .  139
        1777 . . . . . . . . . .   22
        1778 . . . . . . . . . .    7
        1779 . . . . . . . . . .    5
        1780 . . . . . . . . . .    2
        1781 . . . . . . . . . .    3
        1782 . . . . . . . . . .    1
        Year Uncertain . . . . .   59
          Total:                1,215
                                              
Source: Earl L. Core, Prelude, vol. 1 of The
Monongalia Story: A Bicentennial History
(Parsons, W. Va.: McClain, 1976), 158-59.
aThe year represents when the grantee settled
in Monongalia County, not when he formally
received his land grant.

The low number of settlements for the period 1766 to 1768 can be attributed to a

combination of Pontiac's Uprising (1763-1765) and the Proclamation of 1763 forbidding

settlement west of the Allegheny Mountains.  In the fall of 1768, the first Fort Stanwix Treaty

adjusted the proclamation line westward to coincide with the Ohio River thus legalizing the

settlement of western Virginia.  The following year, 1769, sees the beginning of a generally steady

increase in the number of settlers arriving in Monongalia County.  The relatively peaceful

disposit ion of the Shawnees during the years 1769-1773 also contributed to the increase in

settlers.  By 1774, however, the number of new arrivals had reached the crucial point where it

hindered the Shawnees' pursuit of competency.  The result was Lord Dunmore's War of 1774. 

The 32 percent drop that year in the number of new settlers reflected the dangerous conditions on

the frontier.  In 1775, the Shawnees, still stinging from their defeat at the Battle of Point Pleasant,

remained at peace.  Not surprisingly, the annual number of new settlers arriving in western
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Virginia almost returned to its pre-war level.  By late 1776, however, the British had convinced

many Shawnees to become allies in a war against the Americans.  As war parties again began

striking the backcountry settlements, there was a marked decline in the number of new families

arriving in western Virginia.  From 1776 through the end of the Revolution, the danger of Indian

attacks discouraged set tlement west of the mountains.

The depopulation that occurred in western Virginia during the first decade of the war had

a negative effect on the economic development  of the region.  On a purely pragmatic level, it

reduced the number of workers (producers) available for clearing the forest, droving cattle,

distilling whiskey, and cultivating the soil.  Depopulation, furthermore, stifled the development of

the local economy by reducing the number of consumers in the potential market.  Obviously, there

is less incentive for businessmen and craftspersons to establish mercantile stores and shops where

an already low population is experiencing further decline.  Lastly, the drop in population reduced

the revenue available to local governments.   With fewer sett lers paying taxes and fees, the

counties had less money to hire employees and invest in local improvements such as roads and

public buildings.   

The population loss evoked by the Indian war was further accentuated when the Virginia

Assembly began in 1775 to call up troops for service in the Continental Army.  On nine different

occasions between 1775 and 1782, the Assembly required each county to provide a portion of

their militias.  In 1782, for example, Ohio, Greenbrier, and Monongalia counties were ordered to

send every fifteenth militiaman to the Continental Army.  If insufficient volunteers failed to step

forward, the difference was to be drafted into service.  Considering that enlistments often lasted

two years or more, western Virginia experienced a significant, albeit  temporary, decline in

population due to the Revolution.  In 1776 alone, trans-Allegheny Virginia had to provide 735

able-bodied men to the Continental Army.  The Assembly considered a man to be able-bodied if

he was at least five feet four inches tall, possessed a healthy body and sound mind, and was

between the ages of eighteen and fifty years.50  In other words, those settlers most capable of
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clearing the land, plant ing crops, and building log cabins were also in high demand as soldiers in

the east.  By removing these workers from the backcountry sett lements to serve in the army, the

Revolutionary War in effect prolonged the "raw frontier" period of West Virginia history.

For those settlers who remained on the frontier, there was still the problem of how to

contend with sporadic Indian attacks.  Many settlers achieved physical security by moving their

families and valuables into a nearby refuge fort whenever they believed danger was at hand. 

Although refuge forts mitigated the destruction caused by Indian attacks, retreating into forts for

days or weeks at a time diverted the at tention of set tlers away from working their farms and

improving their communities.  It is, after all, difficult to clear new fields and protect ripening corn

from squirrels when the entire family is living at a fort miles from the homestead.  One settler

observed that during times of danger, the ent ire countryside appeared deserted because everyone

had moved to the forts.  While away from their farms, unprotected livestock fell easy prey to

wolves, bears, and mountain lions.  Furthermore, free-range cattle and hogs got through fences

into gardens and corn fields.  Thus, after working hard to clear their land and plant crops, the

settlers' need for security compelled them to periodically abandon their homesteads and move into

crowded forts.51  In effect, the settlers sacrificed their economic security (competency) in favor of

physical security.      

On occasion, armed work parties left the forts to perform chores at the various member's

homesteads.  While most of the work party members worked in the fields, one or two stood guard

at strategic locations watching for any sign of Indians.  Even through the use of such a system,

however, most farms received only intermittent care throughout the summer.  Not surprisingly,

agricultural productivity tended to be lower than it would have been in peacetime.52  

Throughout the twenty years of warfare in western Virginia, both the Shawnees and the

sett lers effectively deprived one another of the full economic benefits of possessing the land and
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its resources.  This resulted in a marked decline in the standard of living within both societies.  By

1779, about  half of the Shawnee nat ion had grown so weary of the death and suffering caused by

the war that they decided to abandon their homeland rather than continue to fight.  Under the

leadership of chiefs Yellow Hawk and Black Stump, about half of the Shawnees left the upper

Ohio Valley and moved down the Ohio River ultimately reaching present Missouri where they

lived under the auspices of Spanish authorities.53  The remainder of the tribe continued to  fight

until General Anthony Wayne defeated them, along with most of the other tribes of the Old

Northwest, at the Battle of Fallen Timbers near present Toledo, Ohio in 1794.  The following

year, the majority of the Shawnees' surviving chiefs ceded to the United States all of their tribal

claims to the upper Ohio Valley.  Removed from their land and resources, the once proud

Shawnee nation languished as they tried to survive on meager annuity payments from the federal

government.54 

Like the Shawnees, many settlers also experienced great hardship as a result of the war. 

Living on a remote frontier away from the conveniences of an established commercial market was

difficult enough in peacetime, let alone during a protracted Indian war.  If it had not been for the

armed resistance of the Shawnee Indians, the economic development of the western Virginia

frontier would have progressed much more rapidly than it did otherwise.  The fact that the

sett lement of trans-Allegheny Virginia coincided not only with an Indian war, but  also with the

Revolutionary War sets it apart from frontiers that had been set tled during peacetime.  In some

ways, the resistance of the Shawnees makes the western Virginia frontier more comparable to

Massachusetts during King Philips War in 1676 than it is to the peaceful Shenandoah Valley in the

late 1760s.55  While there can be no doubt that the people of Appalachian Virginia experienced a

prolonged frontier, by no means did it extend into the early twentieth century as writer Horace
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Kephart suggested.56  The next chapter shows that despite the remoteness, depopulation, and

physical destruction experienced by the settlers during the late eighteenth century, they never

abandoned the desire to employ commercial modes of production in their pursuit of competency.  
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Chapter Four:

Producing for the Market

Although household production was important to the settlers of trans-Allegheny Virginia,

it had its limitations.  For one thing, it could not provide them with every material comfort or

convenience they desired.  Muskets, black tea, Bibles, crosscut saws, indigo dye, and cast iron

skillets all had to be carried across the mountains from the workshops or ports of Pennsylvania,

Maryland, and eastern Virginia.  To obtain these goods, the settlers needed cash, and to get cash

they had to sell a commodity, whether it be farm produce, raw materials, or personal labor.  Only

by participating in the cash economy could the settlers achieve the level of competency they

desired. 

Even the widespread practice of trading work and borrowing tools from neighbors did not

eliminate the need for participating in the commercial market.  Not only had someone required

cash to purchase the borrowed item in the first place, but the settlers also generally kept track of

the approximate monetary value of these informal exchanges so as to make it easier to know how

much one owed his neighbors.  Even the barter system as manifested in western Virginia

depended on the commercial market to provide all of the necessary prices.1  For example, when

customers at the Matthews Trading Post in the Greenbrier Valley bartered ginseng for consumer

goods, the ginseng was first converted into its cash value, the "cash" was then credited to the

customer's account, and then the customer used that credit to make purchases.2  Although no

money changed hands, the entire transaction was based on both parties knowing the cash prices

not only for the ginseng, but also for the store goods.  In short, barter should not be viewed as an
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alternative to the commercial economy.  Instead, it is better interpreted as the settlers' pragmatic

solution to the problem of living in a specie short market economy. 3   

Participation in a commercial economy is limited by several key factors.  First , the

prospective participant must possess a marketable commodity.  For the settlers of western

Virginia, these commodities included forest resources and agricultural products.  Forest

commodities, such as deer hides and ginseng, would have been available to the settlers in

marketable quantities from the earliest days of settlement.  Farm products, on the other hand,

generally would not have been available in sufficient surpluses until after the destruction caused by

Indian attacks had begun to decline after 1784.  

A second limiting factor is the small size of the market, or  the number of individuals able

to part icipate in the exchange of cash, credit, and commodities.4  The settlers who lived in western

Virginia during the 1770s and early 1780s had two potential markets: the local market , and the

eastern markets centered around the cities of Richmond, Baltimore, Alexandria, and Philadelphia. 

Generally speaking, the local market in most  of western Virginia offered few opportunities.  The

sparseness of the population, particularly after the start of the Indian war, severely restricted the

number of potential buyers and sellers.  In addition, by discouraging settlement, the war

effectively eliminated the opportunity for already established settlers to sell food, seed, and

livestock to newcomers.5  Furthermore, few settlers would have possessed commodities that their

neighbors did not  already have access to,  such as corn or deer hides.  Finally, western Virginians

did not enjoy the economic benefits associated with being situated along a major transportation
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route as did farmers in the Shenandoah Valley who regularly sold food to travellers on the Great

Wagon Road.6  

A third factor which limited the settlers' ability to participate fully in the commercial

economy was the absence of adequate transportation links with the eastern markets.  As

mentioned in a previous chapter, it was not until after the Revolutionary War that western

Virginians upgraded their packhorse trails into fair weather wagon roads.  Even afterward,  the

freight charges for bulky or heavy items were so high that it was simply not cost effective to

transport grain, flour, and other similar agricultural products across the mountains.7          

Despite the challenges posed by a small population, a distant market, poor transportation links,

and destruction at the hands of marauding Indians, the settlers nevertheless found ways to

participate in the commercial economy in order to secure their competencies.  The backwoods

commodities least affected by these limitations were deer hides and animal furs.  The fur trade

proved particularly attractive for a number of reasons.  Furs were not perishable, they brought a

high price in relation to their bulk, and they could be harvested, processed, and transported to a

distant  commercial center with minimal cash expenditures.  In fact, a man could enter the

commercial fur trade with just a gun, a few traps, and either a pack horse or canoe.  In early 1791,

for example, William Haymond, Jr. and Jonathan Cobun went on a hunting/trapping expedition

along the waters of the Little Kanawha River.  Travelling in a homemade canoe, they trapped

several beavers and shot an otter, a buffalo, a four-hundred pound black bear, and several deer. 

Upon reaching the town of Marietta, in present Ohio, they sold the skins and meat for a cash

profit.8        

Although commercial hunting existed in western Virginia, it does not appear to have been

as extensive as the South Carolina fur trade which produced 255,000 deer skins annually by the
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1730s.9  Unfortunately, a paucity of extant  data precludes the calculation of precise figures for the

total number of skins exported from western Virginia during the late eighteenth century.  Insight

into the scale of the region's fur trade can be gained, however, by examining the account books of

the Mathews Trading Post.  Over a twenty month period from 9 August 1771 to 30 March 1773,

proprietors Samson and George Mathews sent  approximately 1,090 deer skins from their

Greenbrier Valley store to their main store located in Staunton, Virginia.  The majority of the

skins came from customers who used them to pay on their accounts or to make purchases.  Of the

approximately four hundred customers named in the account books, only fifteen people

exchanged deer skins on a regular basis.  One man is listed as having sold approximately 230 skins

at the store while two other customers exchanged over a hundred skins each.  Most customers

sold few or no skins at all.10  The entries in the account books suggest that while the fur trade was

commercially important for some settlers, most people relegated it to a secondary position behind

agriculture or the skilled trades.  

Hunting "pest animals" was another way for settlers in western Virginia to earn cash.  In

an effort to rid the region of "dangerous" animals, the Virginia Assembly authorized county

governments to  pay bounties on the scalps of wolves.  Under a 1764 law, the scalp of an adult

wolf was valued at twelve shillings and six pence to the person submitting it to the county court.11 

In 1782, the Assembly amended the law by doubling the wolf bounty. 12  To an extent, a scalp was

as good as cash. In fact, the legal right to a wolf scalp could even be transferred from one person

to another.13  Between 1787 and 1800, hunters in Randolph County collected bounties on 221
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wolves.14  In the nineteenth century, the bounty laws of Virginia were broadened to include

mountain lions, bears, bobcats, and foxes.15  Much like the fur trade, bounty hunting was an

opportunity for settlers to earn cash.          

Ginseng was another forest commodity that contributed to the competency of some

pioneer families in western Virginia.  Although the settlers themselves did not use the plant in

their home remedies, it did have value on the world market.  Traders in western Virginia and the

Shenandoah Valley bought the herb from settlers who actively searched the forests for "sang

patches."  The traders then sent their dried ginseng to Philadelphia where it was loaded onto ships

destined for the cities of Glasgow and London from which it was re-shipped to the Chinese who

used it medicinally and as an aphrodisiac.16  Starting in 1784, some American merchants began to

ship ginseng directly to the Orient on their own vessels.17  

Travellers in western Virginia frequently made reference to the settlers' practice of digging

and selling ginseng.  George Washington, for example, in September 1784 encountered "numbers

of Persons and Pack horses . . . with Ginseng" heading east on Braddock's Road.18  Sett lers in the

Greenbrier Valley also regularly sold and traded the herb at  the Mathews Trading Post .  On 3

December 1772, for example, James Donaley traded forty-five pounds of ginseng for "knee

buckles, fur hat, flannel, a comb and six yards of ozgns [osnaburg]."  Nineteen days later, Robert

Sconce arrived at the post laden with one hundred twenty-six pounds of ginseng for which he was
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paid nine pounds, nine shillings.   In all, the account books name nine settlers who paid their

accounts at the store with forty or more pounds of ginseng.19  

In some instances, settlers gathered natural resources and cultivated produce on a scale

that generated marketable surpluses in excess of that needed to achieve competency.  Daniel

Boone's involvement with the fur and ginseng trade exemplifies this sort of small scale

backcountry capitalism.  After the Revolutionary War, Boone began supplying eastern merchants

with ginseng from the Ohio Valley.  In 1787, he along with several hired hands began digging all

the ginseng they could find in western Virginia and eastern Kentucky.  In addition, he purchased

ginseng from fellow settlers.  The following spring, he loaded fifteen tons of ginseng into a boat

and started up the Ohio River toward Pittsburgh.  Unfortunately, his boat sank near Point

Pleasant and he lost a portion of his precious cargo.  Although the accident cost Boone dearly, he

was not about to be deterred.  By 1790, he was back at Point Pleasant where he opened a trading

post  that specialized in ginseng and furs.  The scale of Boone's business is evidenced by a letter he

received from a Maryland merchant who confirmed that Boone's shipment of two barrels of

ginseng, 1,790 deer skins, 129 bear skins, and otter skins had arrived safely.  Within two years,

however, Boone's trading business had gone the same way as his land speculat ion deals, and he

found himself deep in debt.20             

By no means did the settlers of western Virginia limit themselves to the marketing of

forest resources.  After all, most settlers were farmers who practiced a diversified type of

agriculture that included not only grain and vegetable production, but also the herding of cattle,

hogs, and sheep.21  Much like their kinsmen in eastern Pennsylvania and the Shenandoah Valley,

western farmers sought to produce crops that had value not only within their own homes, but also

on the commercial market.  Potential markets for western Virginia farmers included the sugar
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islands of the West Indies where the best land was used for raising sugar cane rather than food;

the growing urban centers of the eastern United States; and western Europe where a rising

population had begun to outpace domestic food production.22  In the 1790s, yet another market

opened in the lower Ohio Valley with the arrival of settlers in western Kentucky, southern

Indiana, and southern Illinois.  In fact, by 1795, farmers from western Virginia had begun to raise

wheat, potatoes, apples, and pork for the New Orleans market.23  

A major obstacle faced by mountain farmers was the lack of an adequate transportation

network linking western Virginia with these external markets.  Although wagon roads had been

constructed across the Allegheny Mountains by the 1790s, their poor quality rendered them of

little value for carrying large scale commerce.24  Even the Ohio and Monongahela rivers presented

obstacles to commerce in the form of submerged rocks, tree trunks, "sweepers," and widely

fluctuating water levels.  Harrison county resident John G. Jackson recognized the importance of

river channel improvement for transportation and commerce within western Virginia.  Part ially

through his efforts, the Virginia Assembly in 1793 authorized the clearing of logs, rocks, and

other obstacles from the channel of the upper Monongahela River and its tributaries.  In 1800, the

legislature took further action by designating the Monongahela River a public highway, and

required all mill owners to build slopes for their dams.25  Although these water improvements

fostered commerce within the region, what farmers really needed was a quality wagon road across

the Allegheny Mountains.  

Poor transportation links particularly affected grain farmers in western Virginia.  The shear

bulk of corn, rye, and wheat crops prevented it from being hauled over the mountains in a cost
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effective manner.26  Freight wagons were of little use due to the ruggedness of mountain roads,

and it would have required an inordinate number of pack horses to use caravans.  To transport the

harvest from even four acres of corn, for example, would have required about twenty-four

animals.27  One solution to this problem involved reducing the volume of the crop by distilling it

into whiskey.  In doing this, a twenty-four bushel harvest of rye could be converted into just

sixteen gallons of whiskey; a load that even a single pack horse could handle.28  Dist illing rye

became so widespread in northwestern Virginia that by 1790, approximately one out of every

eight settlers owned a still.  Those people who could not afford to buy one themselves sometimes

pooled their money with friends and relatives and bought one together.  By the mid-1790s,

Monongahela rye whiskey had established a niche among consumers not only in the east, but also

in New Orleans which received periodic flatboat shipments via the Ohio and Mississippi rivers.29

Another option for disposing of grain involved feeding it to hogs and cattle which could

later be driven to eastern markets on hoof.30  Settlers involved in this activity generally fell into

two categories: 1) those who sold surplus livestock on an opportunistic basis, and 2) those who

specialized in livestock grazing for the specific purpose of supplying eastern markets.  To

determine how many settlers may have been engaged in each of these categories, it is necessary to

know the number of people in each pioneer household, the number of cattle necessary for

subsistence purposes, and the size of each person's cattle herd.  By subtracting the number of

cattle needed for subsistence from the total number owned, it is possible to calculate the number

of settlers who could have sold surplus animals without jeopardizing their competency. 
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Unfortunately, there is insufficient documentation to permit this sort of direct comparison

between specific household sizes and cattle holdings.  Still, it would be beneficial to  examine the

extant data and make some general observations.

Using Monongalia County in 1782 as a representative sample of households in western

Virginia, it is possible to calculate the mean household size for the frontier population (table 2).  

Table 2.
Household Size in Monongalia County, 1782
                                                                  
Number in                  Number of                Percentage of
Householda                 Households               Households
                                                                 
    1 . . . . . . . . . . . .  14 . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.6  
    2 . . . . . . . . . . . .  33 . . . . . . . . . . . .  8.6
    3 . . . . . . . . . . . .  32 . . . . . . . . . . . .  8.3
    4 . . . . . . . . . . . .  44 . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.4
    5 . . . . . . . . . . . .  62 . . . . . . . . . . . . 16.1
    6 . . . . . . . . . . . .  62 . . . . . . . . . . . . 16.1
    7 . . . . . . . . . . . .  47 . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.2 
    8 . . . . . . . . . . . .  41 . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.6  
    9 . . . . . . . . . . . .  23 . . . . . . . . . . . .  6.0
   10 . . . . . . . . . . . .  13 . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.4
   11 . . . . . . . . . . . .   6 . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.5
   12 . . . . . . . . . . . .   5 . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.3
   13 . . . . . . . . . . . .   1 . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.3
    ? . . . . . . . . . . . .   2 . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.6
                                                                 
  Total                       385
                                                                  
Source: Based on raw data in Core, Pioneers, 525-30.
aThis number includes only white people.

Based on the above data, Monongalia County in 1782 contained 2,169 white people in 385

different households.  The mean household in western Virginia contained 5.6 individuals.  This

number is particularly significant considering that historical geographer James T. Lemon

determined that a family of five required the products from five cows and half a steer to provide

for their annual subsistence needs.31  If 5 people required 5.5 cattle, it can be extrapolated that 5.6

people required the products of about 6.1 cattle to sustain a competency.  

Considering that a "typical" frontier family needed to keep a herd of about six animals, it

would be valuable to know how many people actually maintained herds of this size.  An analysis
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of cattle ownership based on the 1787 county property tax assessments for Harrison, Monongalia,

and Randolph counties provides insight into this question (table 3).   

Table 3.
Cattle Herds in Select Western Virginia Counties, 1787
                                                                  
                                        Number of Cattle
            Number of                                             
            People Assessed
County      with Cattle         1-6      7-12      13-19      20+ 
                                                                  
Harrison        231             148       56         24        3  
Monongaliaa  266             189       61         15        1
Randolph        144              65       55         17        7
                                                                 
  Totals:       641             402      172         56       11
                                                                 
 Source: County personal property tax lists for 1787.
aMonongalia County was divided into three tax districts.  Only
two of the district tax lists are extant.       

Property owners with six or fewer cattle comprised 64 percent of those assessed with herds in

Harrison County, 71 percent in Monongalia County, and 45 percent in Randolph County. 

Considered together, a majority of about 60 percent of those settlers with cattle in the above three

counties would not have had surplus stock to sell commercially if they also had to support a

"typical" household of 5.6 people.  Regardless of the precise household size for these small time

herders, it is doubtful that any of them could have sold more than one steer per year on an

opportunistic basis.  

Nor can it be assumed that people assessed at between seven and nineteen head of cattle

would have been in any better position to market more than one or two surplus steers per year. 

Thirty-six percent of frontier households were comprised of seven to thirteen people.  For them to

achieve their subsistence in cattle, approximately 36 percent of the herds in the region likewise

must have ranged in size from seven to fourteen animals since about one animal per person was

necessary for subsistence purposes.  As it turns out, the crucial 36 percent can be achieved only

by considering herds that ranged in size from seven to nineteen animals.  In other words, even

settlers with medium-sized herds of cattle probably could not have afforded to spare more than

one or two steers per year.   
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Within each of the three counties, a small minority of settlers possessed herds in excess of

twenty cattle.  Although it would be tempting to declare that these settlers might have been

involved in commercial cattle grazing, such a conclusion would be premature.  One factor which

has not yet been taken into consideration are the African Americans who lived in the three

selected counties.  Overall, African Americans comprised a small percentage of the population in

the counties of Harrison, Monongalia, and Randolph.  Extant documents reveal that eighty-one

African Americans lived in Monongalia County in 1782.32  In other words, they comprised

approximately 3.6 percent of the total population.  With very few exceptions, most of them were

slaves.  It is crucial to our current discussion to know the distribution of slaves within the

individual settlers' households because of the impact that large slave holdings would have had on

the number of cattle necessary for a household to achieve a competency.  Eighteenth century

Virginians considered slaves to be taxable property, therefore, they appear alongside cattle on

county tax assessments.  This permits not only an analysis of slave distribution, but also a

comparison between slave holding and herd size (tables 4 and 5).

Table 4.
Slave Ownership in Select Western Virginia Counties, 1787
                                                                 
               Total                 Number of Slaves
               People                                             
County         Assessed     0   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  14 
                                                                 
Harrison         277      261  10  3  0  1  0  1  0  0  0   0   1
Monongaliaa   318      289  11  3  4  6  1  1  2  1  0   0   0
Randolph         185      178   2  0  2  0  0  2  1  0  0   0   0
                                                                 
Source: County personal property tax lists for 1787.              
aMonongalia County was divided into three tax districts.  Only
two of the district tax lists are extant.    

Whereas demonstrated by table 4, only a minority of the assessed population within each of the

three counties owned any slaves at all.  Slave ownership was confined to 5.7 percent of those

assessed in Harrison County, 9.1 percent in Monongalia County, and 3.8 percent in Randolph

County.  The implication of having so few slave holders is that between 90 and 96 percent  of the
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assessed population for each of the three counties would not have had to maintain extra cattle to

help feed slaves.  The lack of responsibility for maintaining slaves enabled settlers to sell more of

their stock than would have been possible had they owned slaves.    

But what about those few sett lers that owned twenty or more head of cat tle?  As can be

seen in table 5, there appears to have been a slight correlation between status as a slave holder and

number of cattle owned. 

Table 5.
Settlers Assessed for Twenty or More Cattle, 1787
                                                                  
Name                     County               Slaves       Cattle
                                                                  

John Warwick            Randolph                 7           69
Aron Richardson         Randolph                 0           41
Thomas Wilmouth         Randolph                 0           30
Benjamin Wilson         Harrison                 2           30
William Dougherty       Monongalia               0           27
Edward Jackson          Randolph                 0           26
John Crouch, Jr.        Randolph                 0           23
John Powers             Harrison                 2           23
William Robinson        Harrison                 0           22
Jacob Stalnaker, Jr.    Randolph                 0           22
Charles Fornelson, Sr.  Randolph                 0           21
                                                                  
Source: County personal property tax lists for 1787.

Where approximately 7 percent of the general front ier population held slaves, 27 percent of the

largest cattle owners owned them.  Although owning slaves would have required a settler to

maintain extra cattle to provide for the slaves' subsistence, the wealthiest herders generally owned

many more cattle than subsistence would have required.  Also significant is the fact that eight of

the largest cattle holders owned no slaves at all.  Knowing this, it can be concluded that those

settlers with more than twenty cattle did not maintain such sizable herds to feed their households

or large gangs of slaves.  More likely than not, they were producing large cattle surpluses for the

commercial market.   

Regardless of whether livestock was raised on a large or small scale, a sett ler derived no

income from his efforts until his cattle had been successfully marketed.  Sometimes, the market

came to the settler in the form of professional drovers who had been hired by merchants to travel

throughout the settlements soliciting marketable steers from each homestead.  As the drover
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progressed through the backcountry, he gradually accumulated a herd that he would drive over

the mountains to the Shenandoah Valley.  The city of Winchester in the lower Valley served as an

important center for the western Virginia cattle trade.33  In 1793, the Reverend Harry Toulmin

noted in his journal the "multiplicity of cattle which pour through this town from the

backcountry."34  In Winchester, drovers had the opt ion of selling the cattle immediately or driving

the herd onward to the markets of Baltimore, Philadelphia, Alexandria, or even New York.35  

Individual set tlers sometimes took the initiative by driving their own cattle to  the

Shenandoah Valley markets.  Generally, "mountain drives" involved only a handful of animals and

two or three drovers.  With so few workers, each cow normally wore a bell around its neck to

help the drovers locate it in the event that it strayed.  Few sett lers ever had to go beyond the

Shenandoah Valley in search of a buyer due to the large number of merchants and professional

drovers that frequented the Winchester marketplace.  After selling their cattle, the settlers

typically purchased any needed supplies before returning home across the mountains.36  After

being sold, the cattle were placed in temporary holding areas until enough had been assembled to

merit a large scale drive to the east.  Upon their arrival in cities such as Philadelphia, merchants

had the cattle butchered, salted, barreled, and shipped either to the West Indies or to western

Europe.  In this way, the settlers of western Virginia helped to feed people throughout the

Atlantic community while at the same time providing for their own competencies.37  
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By no means did the settlers limit themselves to the commercial production of cattle. 

They also raised surplus hogs for the marketplace.38  Unfortunately, the Virginia legislature did

not require swine to be enumerated in personal property assessments, therefore, much less is

known about them.  Extant wills and estate inventories provide some insight into the numbers of

hogs maintained by the settlers, however the sample is so small that the enumerated results can

not be generalized with any degree of validity.  In Monongalia County, for example, only nine

inventories taken prior to the nineteenth century have survived, and according to them, settlers

owned anywhere from zero to thirty-six hogs.39  

In a few cases, anecdotal references to the marketing of hogs can be found in the county

court and militia records.  For example, in 1750, Jacob Coger was brought before the Augusta

County court for a "breach of the peace, by driving hogs over the Blue Ridge on the Sabbath

day."40  In addition, some settlers are documented as having sold pork and bacon to companies of

county militia stationed at nearby refuge forts.41  Although such evidence verifies that some

sett lers sold pork commercially, there is no way of determining the extent of the practice.  The

relative paucity of documentation on the marketing of hogs during the late eighteenth century

compared with the abundance of documentation for the early nineteenth century suggests that

commercial hog production was of overall minor importance to most  of the earliest settlers in

western Virginia.42  

Although most  settlers worked primarily as farmers, many of them supplemented their

agricultural endeavors by producing manufactured goods or professional services.  Once again,
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the account  books from the Mathews Trading Post provide insight into this aspect  of the

backcountry economy.  In an effort to clearly identify who an account belonged to,  the accountant

sometimes noted the occupation of a particular customer beside his name.  Listed in the books

were three blacksmiths, one shoemaker, one sadler, two stone masons, one cooper, two weavers,

one gunsmith, two carpenters, three tailors, one sawyer, two merchants, one miller, two

packhorsemen, and seven jobbers.  In all, at least twenty-nine of the approximately four hundred

named customers did significant amounts of work in professions other than, or in addition to,

agriculture.43

Even the Mathews trading post itself exemplifies the economically diversified nature of the

backcountry economy.  At its most basic level, the post served as a store where settlers purchased

both necessities and luxuries.  Much of the inventory was tailored toward providing tools and

supplies to mountain farmers.  The Mathews brothers stocked nails, weeding hoes, grubbing hoes,

chisels, axes, awls, hand saws, saddles, girths, gimlets, files, hasps, almanacs, cuttoe knives, bits

and bridles, rasps, and drawing knives.  The brothers also sold everything a frontiersman might

require to shoot his flintlock rifle including powder, lead, flint, and replacement ramrods.  For use

in the home, the store carried dishes, needles, pen knives, trunks, padlocks, knives and forks, bed

ticks, bags, alum, indigo, pins, cups, blankets, combs, mirrors, knitting needles, paper, pots,

buckles, and thimbles.  Luxury items available at the store included books, silk handkerchiefs,

playing cards, flowered cloth, ribbons, and ready made clothing such as leggings, garters, and

shoes.  The shear variety of consumer goods purchased by the Mathews' customers suggests that

when possible, the settlers readily engaged in the commercial economy as a means of achieving a

comfortable lifestyle somewhat above the level of mere subsistence.44   

In addition to operating as a store, the post in many ways also functioned as a bank.  It

lent money to customers, charged interest on accounts, transferred money from one account to

another, and even paid customer's land taxes to the sheriff.  In addition to lending money, the
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account books also indicate that the post rented out tools.  In 1773, for example, Edward

Wilson's account was charged for the use of a whipsaw.  The store even lent some farmers grain

and corn seed for spring plantings.  Three customers went to the store to have watches repaired,

and three customers paid for weaving.  In fact, a number of customers even paid the post for

having their horses shod.  Patrons also bought  meals at the post, ordered bespoke clothing, and

sold their rights to wolf scalps.  On one occasion, a customer purchased a male servant of an

unspecified race.  In practice, the Mathews trading post gave real meaning to the term "general

store" by providing the early Greenbrier settlers with a multitude of commercial services.45  

The commercial economic structures revealed in the Mathews brothers' account ledgers

are by no means particular to the Greenbrier Valley.  Similar, albeit less well documented,

commercial patterns operated throughout the western Virginia frontier.  Backcountry trading

posts served as important links in the economic chain that connected the individual pioneer

households to the greater Atlantic economy.  By engaging in the commercial market as both

producers and consumers of a wide range of commodities and services, the pioneers achieved

levels of competency that would have been impossible to attain solely through the use of

subsistence means of production.  It is somewhat ironic that many classic symbols of pioneer self-

sufficiency, such as flint lock rifles, double-bit axes, Bibles, and cast iron cookware, could

generally be acquired only through the use of commercial economic structures.                
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Chapter Five:

Conclusion

For over two centuries, political theorists, government policy makers, novelists, movie

producers, and the general public have looked toward the pioneers of Appalachia with

preconceived notions of what they would find.  Frequently, the "reality" they detected was geared

toward furthering a particular political, philosophical, or social end.  In the late eighteenth

century, for example, Thomas Jefferson saw in rural farmers an alternative to the alleged

degenerate manners and principles of urban European factory workers.  Jefferson argued that

"those who labor in the earth are the chosen people of God" because of their economic

independence, innate virtue, "happiness, and permanence of government."1  Jefferson's image of

the self-sufficient backcountry farmer served him well in his efforts to construct a philosophical

basis for American independence from England.  

A century later, the influx of millions of Catholic immigrants from southern and eastern

Europe prompted nativistic Americans to  seek reassurance that the "Anglo-Saxon" way of life

would persist in the United States.  Concerned nativists looked upon the Appalachian descendants

of the pioneers as having inherited and retained the Anglo-Saxon virtues of democracy, freedom,

and self-sufficiency.  By somehow tapping into this reserve, they believed that the cultural purity

of Anglo-Saxon America might be preserved.2  Like Jefferson, nativists saw largely what they

looked for in the inhabitants of the southern Appalachian Mountains.  They saw a people whose

daily lives embodied the republican virtues of independence and self-sufficiency.  Although this

image is appealing to many modern individual-minded Americans, it is wrong, particularly in

regard to economic independence.  
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Hopefully, this study has helped to undermine the facade of pioneer economic

independence by showing that the domestic economy of the settlers in western Virginia was much

more complex than the popularized "pioneer image" suggests.  Rather than rely solely on pure

subsistence modes of production to provide for their daily needs, the settlers employed a

combination of both  subsistence and commercial economic endeavors.    

In the greater scheme, this conclusion serves as yet one more nail in the coffin of

Appalachian exceptionalism.  Those men and women who set tled in western Virginia during the

eighteenth century were no less commercial-minded than the people of eastern Pennsylvania or

the Shenandoah Valley.  Neither did they embody a special reserve of "agrarian virtue" or "pure

Anglo-Saxonism."  If there is a fundamental difference between the people who lived on opposite

sides of the Allegheny Mountains, it resides only in the perceptions of writers, government policy

makers, movie moguls, and the general public.  In short, the self-sufficient pioneer image is more

a perception than a reality.  
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